GRAPHIC & WEB DESIGN

CUT OUT THE MANAGEMENT COSTS
AND COME TO THE SOURCE
Markustudio was established in 2015 after winning loan funding from the young person’s start up loans
scheme (Chaired by James Caan).
Based in Manchester, we are a collective of designers and developers headed up by founder Markus, who has
over 20 years’ experience working on campaigns for the likes of: ASOS, The Times, L’Oréal, Nissan, & Sony
Music amongst many others.
With the sole goal to deliver original and quality design services, we have grown rapidly, establishing ourselves
as one of the top tier studios for graphic and web design in the UK.
We design stunning brand identities, build brilliant interactive websites and create eye-catching marketing
materials that widens our client’s audience without bursting the budget. We do this by understanding our
client, their needs, their audience, and applying this to what we know about design and psychology.
We’ve worked with some pretty amazing clients in the past, and can’t wait to work with you!
So get in touch when you need a studio that offers a fresh no-nonsense approach.

SERVICES

Web Design

Logo & Branding

Print & Digital

We offer highly professional and creative web
development services that ensure your website is
cutting edge, easy to navigate and able to attract
visitors that convert into regular customers time
and time again.

Our branding services cover all visual elements
from logo design to bespoke typography with
the creation of a clear style guide and a distinct
tone of voice that is entirely appropriate for your
business or organisation.

We are experts when it comes to graphic design
and artwork. We apply our graphic skills on
behalf of our clients in so many different areas
from digital design for online as well as artwork
and illustration for print materials.

For successful web design, we need to establish
exactly what you need from your website and
what your online audience demands of you. In
ɎǝƏɎɯƏɵًɯƺˡɴɎǝƺȵȸƺƬǣɀƺȵɖȸȵȒɀƺȒǔɎǝƺ
site and how to best direct the user experience in
order to generate the required action.

The key to any good branding exercise is listening
very carefully to you and work as closely as
possible for as long as practically possible to get
right under the skin and understand you and
your customer in every detail.

Whether you need a powerful corporate brochure,
an exhibition stand, some fresh advertising or
on-going graphic design services. We make sure
that your key marketing messages get across to
your clients with style and impact.

BRANDING | PRINT DESIGN
MyHotels is a boutique hotel group founded by Andreas Thrasyvoulou in 1997 that began
with the creation of My Bloomsbury, followed by My Chelsea in 2002 and then My Brighton
in 2008. All these designer hotels feature award-winning design and distinctive
local character.
The MyHotels visual identity had not been updated since the early 2000s. Our client felt it
was about time that the brand had a major overhaul to refresh and promote his boutique
hotel group more powerfully and effectively.
Based on Andreas’s background in architecture and the attractive design elements running
throughout these three hotels, we implemented and rolled out an entire rebrand from interior design to website development, creating approximately 180 individual designs from
parking signage to complimentary umbrellas.

WEBSITE DESIGN
Evvnt is the ultimate event promotion service that syndicates event
listings to a network of 5000+ promotional sites and calendars from
just one submission.
We were brought on board directly by the CEO to give the website a
complete overhaul and new direction, targetting the “TikTok”
generation while not excluding the more corporate and professional
market segment, as their audience spans from raves and warehouse
parties to conferences and lectures.
We’ll admit the site is overly text based and cramed full of info, as
the Evvnt team need to educate the user as quickly as possible on
their unique service, so my goal was really to balance this cold informative basis, with a vibrant and more human feel. Using the right
imagery and a bold colour pallette.

easyProperty
PRINT & DIGITAL
In 2017 easyProperty launched the ‘Easy Ever After’ campaign including a 30 second TV
commercial that demostrated to homeowners how to sell their properties easily and
with peace of mind.

easyProperty.
Print & Digital

As part of the campaign Markustudio was hired through agency BrightSpark to create
the digital designs for mobile and desktop display ads as well as the artwork for
traditional media including billboards and print ads.
In 2017 easyProperty launched the ‘Easy Ever After’ campaign
including a 30 second TV commercial that demonstrated to
homeowners how to sell their properties easily and with
peace of mind.
As part of the campaign, easyProperty hired Wilde & Burly to create
the digital designs for mobile and desktop display ads as well as
the artwork for traditional media including billboards
and print ads.

WEB DESIGN | EXHIBITION STAND | SMM CONTENT
Stratis is a company which operates worldwide. Their strong, distributed
team of blockchain developers, consultants, and marketing experts
combines a solid corporate structure, for best business practices, with the
flexibility required for rapid prototyping and deployment.
We were initially brought onboard to assist with creating regular social
media imagery based around an already established 3D / block design
theme. Our relationship soon grew with the redesign of most the Stratis
website along with many print materials and their exhibition event stand

WEBSITE DESIGN
As one of Europe's largest auction houses,
Manchester based Simon Charles has over 70
years' experience, working with high street &
online retailers, wholesalers, distributors across the
UK to bring well-known brands to auction.
Working in tandem with the IT team, Markustudio
was hired to redesign the entire website and bring
some consistency to the overall layout and feel of
the UX.
The issue was in the variety of item’s and
categories. So by using solid backgrounds or light
opacity overlays we’ve tried to create a more
uniform environment while still being able to
convey the vast range of products Simon Charles
has to offer.

BROCHURE & PRINT DESIGN
VMAGROUP is one of the world’s leading communications and PR recruitment agencies. They have
long been immersed in the communications industry and offer unrivalled, in-depth knowledge,
consultancy and advice.
Following a refresh of VMAGROUP’s logo, we were approached by the Head of Marketing for brand
development, to design and implement a series of corporate communications, aligning with their
new corporate identity.
It was a really seamless collaboration working with the VMAGROUP’s marketing team to implement
projects such as, four 50+ page printed insight brochures, corporate photography, email marketing
system, event displays and advertisement thought-out all marketing touch-points.

WEB & APP DESIGN
Coca-Cola promoted the chance to win holidays with an
on-pack mechanic that directed customers to a microsite.
Using ‘share a coke’ technology with names on products,
they announced destinations on pack that gave
consumers the chances to win a trip to that particular
location. The campaign ran across all managed, leased
and free trade sites with the greatest focus on managed
sites and specifically Sizzling Pubs, Harvester and Toby
Carvery. We delivered the full app design along with a
host of marketing assets to be used at the point of sale.
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BRANDING
Career Legal is one of the top Executive Search
Recruitment agencies in the UK, specialising in the
Legal sector. Established back in 1999, they were well
Overdue a rebrand to bring the organisation into the
21st century.
We spent a great deal of time with the executive team,
Gathering data on their client companies and their
Employment candidates. It became apparent that
Career Legal’s primary audience is female and aged
between 25 - 40.
From this demographic data we set about creating a
Brand identity that would resonate strongly with its
Core female market, portraying the sophistication of
the company creating the Career Legal ring device
that represents the complete 360 service the
company offers.

020 7628 7117 | Hire now | Job Search | Sign in

Embrace
Opportunity
Recruitment for the legal
community across London
and throughout the UK for
over 27 years.
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INSTORE SIGNAGE | PRINT DESIGN
Clockjack was central London's first specialist rotisserie chicken restaurant, that
featured the only vertical rotisserie of its kind operating in Europe, which has
since shutdown due to Covid-19.
Based on the quirky illustrative branding, Markustudio was hired to design the
signage, window decals, wall montage along with the complimentary posters,
digital display and menu’s.

PACKAGING DESIGN
Viglen subsidiary XMA develop, deliver and maintain IT solutions directed at the education,
healthcare and business sectors.
They created the duo.tab adaptable tablet/laptop as a low cost yet highly effective way to
encourage and promote student attainment.
Markustudio was commissioned under West London based Studio Montage to create the
duo.tab’s packaging, keeping to the brief of “exciting and modern” while never losing sight of
the overriding XMA brand identity. We like to think it’s intelligent and attractive!

Viglen.
Packaging Design
Viglen subsidiary XMA develop, deliver and maintain IT
solutions directed at the Education, Healthcare and
Business sectors.
They created the duo.tab adaptable tablet/laptop as a low cost
yet highly effective way to encourage and promote
student attainment.
Wilde & Burly were brought on board to create the duo.tab’s
packaging, keeping to the brief of “exciting and modern” while
never losing sight of the overriding XMA brand identity. We think it’s
intelligent and attractive!

“We’ve worked with Markustudio on numerous
projects throughout the years, mainly involving print
and web design. I was particularly impressed by
they’re professional, yet very approachable manner.
They are a great asset to our marketing efforts and I
thoroughly recommend their services if you want a job
done well!”
Marketing Director
uSound

www.markustudio.com
www.markustudio.com

+44
435
753
+44 (0)7307
(0)161 818
8052

get@markustudio.com
shout@markustudio.com

